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We describe elementary. geometric proofs of the classical Schur-Horn theorem for 
symmetric matrices and analogous results for skc~v-symmetric matrices. in the reaf and 
complex cases. We compare this approach to the proofs obtained by making use of 
sympIectic techniques. As a further ~tppiici~tion. we present a new proof of Horn’s 
char~lcte~zation of diagonal entries of orthogonal matrices. 0 I!Y39 Elsevier Science 
Inc. Ail rights reserved. 
1. IntroduMm 
This paper contains new, geometric proofs of sGme results in linear algebra. 
The first is the classical Schur-Horn theorem for rea! symmet~c (resp. Her- 
mitean) matrices, the second is a similar result for skew-symmetric (resp. skew- 
He~it~n) matrices, and the third is yet another theorem of Horn [1] char- 
acterizing didgonal entries of orthogonal matrices. In order to state the results 
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in a way convenient to our purposes, we start with some portion and a su- 
perficial description of the context. 
Let O,, be the set of real matrices obtained by conjugating the m x m real 
matrix M by orthogonal matrices of determinant one, 
O&f= {QMQT I Q f SO(m, B-4)). 
Define n to be a real, n x n diagonal matrix with ordered eigenvalues 
dr < . . . < R,, so that nij = iii. Let A.1 3,: the convex hull of the points in 138” of 
the form diag nA, where rc is an n x n permutation matrix. Also, set Tto be the 
hyperplane given by 
and let the convex polytope .ril~ be the intersection of T with the half-spaces 
where j*fli is the number of elements in .P. The polytope .c/,, is the set of vectors 
x E IR” which majorize the vector i, = (A1 , . . . , A,). A very convenient reference 
for properties of majorization is [Z], in which in particular the reader can find a 
proof that An and &‘A are actually the same polytope, described by either its 
extremal points or by its bounding faces. 
According to the Schur-Horn theorem [l-3]. the possible values of the di- 
agonals of matrices in 0, are the points in An = .d,,. For a slightly different 
statement of the theorem, set 
F : 04, --+ T. L I--+ diag I.. 
Clearly, F(OA) c T since all matrices in 0, have the same trace. 
Theorem (Symmetric Schur-Horn). 1 ‘Ite rccnge of E F(O,t). is .Jn. 
We write 
vectors 
the above in a slightly 
where the e&“s are the canonical vectors. We then have 
fashion. Define the 
(n&,x) < (t&i), k = I,..., tt, 
where n is again an B x n ~~utation matrix and the brackets denote the 
standard real inner product. 
Schur’s contribution to the theorem is the inchtsion F(&) c ,w',~: the in- 
equalities can be interpreted as a colfectior! of bounds for the eigenvalues of a 
matrix L E O,, in terms of its diagonal entries. The first inequality in the def- 
inition of *d,,, for example, says that the diagonal entries of L cannot be 
smalter than its smallest eigenvalue, a result which follows directly from a min- 
max argument. The remaining statements also follow from more complicated 
min-max arguments. Horn in turn obtained the reverse inclusion as a conse- 
quence of yet another convexity statement regarding doubly stochastic ma- 
trices. His argument is essentially combirsatorial and is flexible enough to be 
used in a number of other situations in both the theory of eigenvalues and 
singular values. More recently. general convexity results in Lie group theory 
and symplectic geometry, obtained by Ko..tant [4), Atiyah [s] and Guiflemin 
and Sternberg [6], were shown to imply the Schur-Horn theorem, where 
symmetric (resp. orthogonal) matrices are replaced by their compiex counter- 
parts, the Hermitean (resp. unitary1 matrices. For the real case, one needs an 
addiittotiai result in symplectic theory by Duistermaat [I. In this spirit, the 
concept of majorization admits a naturaf Lie algebraic description, about 
which we do not give details since it will not be used in the sequel. Ham’s 
method’s of proof, by the way, extends without difficulty to the compkx case. 
The geometric proof of the symmetric case was first presented in [SJ, and is dis- 
played in Section 2 to introduce the reader to our setup with minimal di~ult~. 
There is a & known Schur-Horn theorem for ~k~-~~rnet~ matrices, which 
we prove with our geometric methods in Section 3.Z.et X be given in block form by 
C- 
0 A ( > -A 0 
in the 2n x 2n case and by 
in the (2n + I) x (2n f 1) case, and consider the map to the ,~u~~iffgu~ff~ of S, 
G: O,-+;;B”, S cf subdiag S, 
where 
subdiag S = &“+i&n+2~ * * * f sd 
in even dimensions and 
suMi@ = fS;,+2,S2n+3,..=tSn,hit) 
in odd Dimensions. 
Let f/ be the set of points dnir. fcr an arbitrary ~rmut~tion matrix R and 
real diagonal matrix rl for which 8 = I - generically. there are Z”n! such points. 
Split 1,’ in two disjoint subsets 1”‘ and Y-, aepending if cf has positive or 
negairvc determinant and &fine two cnnvex polytopes &. the convex hull of 
V- and &. the convex hull of V. 
Tfteorem (Ske~v-symmetric Schur-Horn). 
the elwt ( riyx odd) flirt t~~tt.si~tttiil ww. 
As an application. we present in Section 3 some estimates for the spectrum 
of symmetric matrices which are stronger than the usual estimates zissociated to 
the Schur-Horn theorem. 
A known result [9] for skew-symmetric matrices is as follows. 
C&&y, these ineq~~iities are bounds for the eigenvalues of A, but these 
bound.; a~ not tight generically in the even dimension~ll case - th;s s indicated 
explicitely by the skew-symin~tri~ Schur-Horn theorem. Besides. we are still 
left with proving that any point in D& beiongs to the range of G. 
It is again convenient to describe 0: and B: in terms of bounding hyper- 
planes. We begin with the In x 2n case. In analogi with the symmetric case, set 
Dx to be the vectors x E 8%” in the intersection of the half-spaces 
where again. n is a ~~ut~tion 
positive determ~n~~nt and 
matrix. d‘ is8 diagonal matrix with tl’ v= 1 and 
k=l . . . ..tt. k $ If- 1. 
We believe that a proof of 0: =- K/z is in order. and we provide one 
tion 3. Aiso. define .& instead as the intersection of the half-spaces 
in Sec- 
where tf and a are as above and cl is diagonal such that II? = I. In Remark 3 of 
Section 3. we indicate the cases in which the set of lower bounds is equivalent 
to the set of upper bounds in the definitions above. 
The strategy of proof of both theorems is rather natural. CIearly, the ranges 
of F and G are compact sets, with boundaries given by images of critical points 
(indeed, F and G are locally open at regular points, by the local form of a 
submersions. We compute the critical sets C’F and CI; and then show that F(Cp) 
and G(Cc;) he inside finite families of hyperpfanes parallel to the bounding 
hyperplanes of the poiytopes ,d. , I CJz and .&. Most such hyperpianes, how- 
ever, do not contribute to the boundary of the maps For G. As we shalt see 
from their quadratic behavior: only the bounding hyperplanes of the polytopes 
contribute to the boundaries. The results then follow by connectivity. 
Ia Section 4.. we make use of standard symplectic arguments to prove two 
complex counterparts of the real skews-symmetry Schur-Horn theorem. The 
sympiectic proofs are short, but we beheve that our point of view is more el- 
ementary and provides geometric information about the maps F and G defined 
above. In a sense, the approaches are dual: the symplectic argument describes 
the ranges of the maps as the convex hulls of their vertices. whereas the geo- 
metric argument describe the ranges by their faces. 
As an additional application of the geometric techniques. we prove in Sec- 
tion 5 Horn’s ch~~racteri~tion of the diagonal entries of orthogonal matrices. 
2. The symmetric S&w-Horn theorem 
We first consider the real w>e. For convenience, take the reai numbers & to 
be distinct. Recall from the intr~d~lction the definitions of the diagona1 matrix 
~4, the set 0,. the hyperplane T. the polytopes 11,, and .d,+ the function Fand 
the vectors r~_. A simple application of the implicit function theorem shows that 
0.1 is a manifold of codimensio~ N in the vector space of real symmetric ma- 
trices, with tangent space at a point L given by 
where .p/‘/(fz. R) is the vector space of real skew-symmetry matrices. 
We begin the proof of the symmetric Schur-Horn theorem by computing 
C,-. the critical set of F. 
.Siq~ 1: A matrix L is a critical point of F if and only if there is a diagonal 
projection D commuting u-ith L whose range contains the canonical vector r: . 
Equip Sym(a. R), the space of real symmetric matrices. with the standard 
inner product on matrices. (L. 7’) = tr LT, and define n to be the orthogonaf 
projection from Sym(n. W),,. the symmetric matrices with zero trace to %,. the 
subspace of diagonal matrices of zero trace. With this not&en, L is 3 critical 
point of - Fif and only if the subspaee (D[A. L] 1 A E -d(n. 238)) does not fili 9’~:)~ 
i.e., there is a matrix b E 9,) which is not a multiple of the identity matrix (and 
thus, r> has at least two distinct eigenvalues) such that 
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tr lZ[A.L]Ij = 0 for all A E A+. R). 
Now, it is easy to see that r) is orthogonat to the kernel of Z7, and thus 
0 = tr lT[A.L]b = tr [A.@ = trA[L,l3], 
for arbitrary skew-symmetric A. Hence, [&b] is symmetric, but being a com- 
mutator of two symmetric matrices, it is also skew-symmetric, yielding 
[L. D] = 0. Since L commutes with D, it admits an invariant subspace V 
spanned by canonical vectors. Clearly, the same must happen to VI, and one of 
both spaces contains the canonical vector et. Let now D be the orthogonal 
projection to this space - this is the requested matrix. Conversely. if L com- 
mutes with some diagonal projection D, we have 
tr AIL. D] = 0 for any A E .~J(R. R), 
and backtracking the steps above, we see that 0 induces a non-trivial hyper- 
plane in Va. 
From the previous step, the critical set of F is the union of sets of the form 
where 9~ = (L E Sym(rz, R) f [L, D] = 01 for a diagonzt pro&ction D. 
Remark 1. The peculiar requirement et E ran D is made to get rid of repetitions 
in the sequel associated to equivalent choices of projections D and 2 - D. 
Remark 2. Co is actually a submanifold of 0,t. Indeed, by standard 
transversality arguments [lot, it suffices to show that the sum of the subspaces 
T’O,, and $7’~ a2 points L in their intersection equals Sym(n, R). Notice that 
9’1, surely contains all functions of L. ALSO, T~0.4 is orthogonal to the span of 
the powers of L - the claim now follows by counting dimensions, keeping into 
account that L has simple spectrum. 
Remark 3. It is not true that CF is a manifold - it is a union of manifolds, with 
non-trivial intersection. Consider. for exampb, the case of 3 x 3 matrices with 
eigenvalues 1.2 and 4. The nine connected \*omponents of CF consist of 
symmetric matrices of the forms below, where the s’s stand for real numbers 
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Notice that CD admits a natural decomposition. For each .f c ( 1 t 2.. . . . n) 
of cardinahty j.$j = dim ran D. define C&f to be the set of matrices 2, in Co 
whose restriction to ran D has spectrum (&,k E S). We then have 
G? = u./ CD..l. 
Remark 4. It is not hard to see that each set CD. E is a connected component of 
CD. 
For D and 9 as above, set 
where ~1 .,I (RSP. Si.ri) is the sum of the smallest (resp. largest) 
A. Also set HD,fl to be the sabspace of vectors x E T so that 
A hyperplane H’.~, can be written as 
for k = j.BI and approp~ate 
SI.,! = (&.A) and Sl./i Z= (Q, - 
choices of ~~utatio~ matrices it and ,E’. AIso. 
t&,-k, jL). 
I4 
S&JJ 2: The image of the set C D..~ under F lies in the (afhne) hy~~lane 
N D.fT#* 
Indeed. for L G CD,.u, 
x (diag L),. = tr LD = tr LDD = tt DLD. 
e,Erin n +... 
which is the trace go of the restriction of E to the range of the projection D. 
For fixed D and all choices of .P’ so that /.,I = dim run D. the HD.,, ‘s form a 
finite family of parallel hyperptanes -. to locate the image F(L) of a matrix L 
with respect to such a fami?y. consider the function 
Ff$ : 0.1 - R. Lw tr15l.l. 
The extreme hyperplanes correspond to the minimal and maximttl values of Fn. 
st fi and .5z,;/i, As we shall see in the next step. the inte~edi~~te hy~rpl~nes do 
&t contribute to the boundary of the range of F. The hyperphlne~ &., . for 
arbitrary choices of D and -6. intersect at u finite f~Irnily N of ~odimension 2 
(afi”ne) subspaws of T. 
. Again for the 3 x 3 matrices with spectrum ( I .2.4}. consider the projection 
to the plane yiefding the f&t. two coordinates of F. The images of the critical 
components C Il.rr are the s&u&!@ lines co~tuinin~ the thickened segments in 
Fig. 1. In this case. .V is just a coktion of points. 
The compicment of the hy~rp~~n~s Iz’~,.~ in T splits in many open con- 
nec?ed components r;.. On the other hand. the criticill set C, is sat to these 
hy~rp~~~nes. so the boundnry of F(0.t) has to lie there too. since at regular 
points the function F is an open map. Since Cp has empty interior, F(U,t) is u 
union of ctosures of connected components r,.. In particular. whenever u point 
of an open component is shown to belong to F(O,t), the full closure of this 
component also does - at this point, then. we have that F(43.1) is a finite union 
of (closed) convex polytopcs. 
Stq 3: Let I, E Cl,..r. for some choice of D and .6, with .Q~~ e: nr < .!G.,,. 
Then there are mutrices L’ and L- arbitrarily near L whose images F(L’ ) and 
F(L- ) lie on both sides of the hyperp~ne Ht,.a . Also. the minimum (resp. 
s 
2 
I 
1 2 4 
Fig. t. 
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~ximum} points of F,, are matrices L E C, f for which ni = sjll (resp. 
g.9 = S, ii 1. 
From the ~oJ~rne~lts leading to the d~~njt~on of fi,. it s&ices to show that 
there are matrices L.. and L. dose to L 6: C[,, i so that 
&(L_) < &(I..) < fi,(Z.. ). To see this. we study the quadratic com~~ent of Fn 
at I,. For 8 Curve 
Ft,( exp( rB) L csp f -fB) f = tr tD -t- i tr[B. t]D 
+ 46 tr (B’L - ZBLB + LB’)D + U(E’). 
where the linear term in r is zero since [L. D] = 0. AIso because of this, there is 
an ortho~on~il matrix Q di~~~onuli~in~ L and D simultaneously. Without loss 
WC may also suppose that QLQT = A and QDQT = D’, for L:ome diagonal lY 
with the Same s~trum as D - the ~rmutution which conjugates D to D’ keeps 
invariant the set .I of indices. as tr LD = tr MY. The qttud~ti~ term of the 
expansion of fi, near L then becomes 
for some 
stunt, is 
which. Up t0 iltl irrelevim t positive con- 
where n is a ~~,lut~ltion matrix imd X- = IIf. Let Pi be the II x N matrix given 
by (PJ),, = 4,a<Yj.$ and consider the ske~v-symmetric matrix ,Pi = E’*” - i?.‘. 
Setting A = A’.!, the quadratic term becomes (nrk. Z(i,, - 2,) diag(P - Ei*i) >. 
Since D is a non-zero diagonal projection different front the identity matrix, 
the index set .f and its complement .P” are not empty ~ the index .f labels the 
non-zero entries of the vector zrk. Taking i E .f andi E .f”. the qu~drutic term 
becomes 3(i.i - it). Thus, the only way in which one does not find matrices L ’ 
for which &(L’) > h,(L) (resp., matrices L‘” for which &,(L‘ ) c &(L)) is 
when for al1 indices i E 9, j E .I“, one has i.i < & (resp. & > 2,). If 
c.$ f .v: +:..S,.fi, we then obtain the desired mittrices L i and L-. Now. for an 
arbitrary L E Cl,,. 
Ff,jL) = tr LD = tr DLD = tr LI,,,, !,. 
and since s+i < tr Lf,., 
proven. 
claims about the extremid points of & are 
Remcrrk 5. One coufd prove more: ut critical pokts. the function FB is a Bott 
function [t I], for which there is an extension of Morse’s lemma. Also. 
eigenvalues of 
chart. “* 
the Hessian can be explicitely comp&ed for an appropriate 
Step 4: F(i),) = d.r. 
Clearly, from Step 3. F”(0.t) is bounded by the extremal values of the 
functionals t;‘,c Thus. F(O.$) lies in the intersection .d., of the half-spaces 
Now. since F(O.,) c T. the lower bounds follow from the upper bounds. Also 
from Step 3, the only possible boundary points of F(O,t) not in the boundary 
crf.cr’,t lie $n .rY, which, being of codimension 2, does not disconnect s1.t. Thus, 
the existence of a regular point of Fimplies that F(U.t) fills .e/,r - .X. A regular 
point is just a matrix in O., which does not commute with a diagonal projection 
- more geometrically. it is a point in a manifold of dimension n(n - I)/2 
avoiding a finite number of subspaces (one for each diagonal projection) of 
dimension less than or equal (n - 1)“/2, and existence is then obvious. Finally, 
compactness of O.,. and hence of F(O,,), gives F(0.t) = .“J.t. 
step 5: d,, = A.,. 
This is a ?&tndard result - [2] is an interesting reference. 
We finish the section with some scattered remarks. The above proof holds 
for matrices L with simple spectrum, but a continuity argument in the entries 
of i. extends the result for matrices with arbitrary spectrum - in this case, the 
range may have less than n! distinct vertices, but the description given at the 
introduction is still adequate. 
The ctimplex version of the theorem can be kandled in a similar fashion. 
More precisely, let .4 be a real, diagonal matrix with simple spectrum as before, 
and consider the conjugation class U.8 = (U/1u’}. where U E SU(n. C) is a 
unitary matrix with determinant equal to 1. It is a standard fact that SU(n. C) 
is a r& manifold of dimension 1~’ - 1, with (real) tangent space at the 
origin given by the skew-Hermitean matrices with zero trace. Again, consider 
the map 
4. : UJ .- T. Mi-*diagM 
and proceed as before. to conclude that &:( U.t ) = A.$. 
Th:, inclusion due to Schur, ~(~,,).~~~~,~} c AJ. follows from ~ther~imple 
estimates on spectrum. suggesting that for the sake of proving the Schq-Horn 
theorem, subjectivity of Fis the main issue. The real version of the thezem, together 
with the corn&x Schur inclusion, implies the complex version, thus obtaining a 
proof of the complex case. Our interest in the ar~nl~~lt above is more in&&~ 
along the way, we described the critical sets of the map: F and Fc. 
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Before proceeding to the proof of the skew-symmetric Schur-Horn theorem 
stated in the introduction, we make explicit an important difference between 
the real skew-symmetric and the symmetric cases. In the symmetric case, we 
consider conjugations of the matrix ,l by orthogonal matrices with dete~inant 
equal to I - if we allowed arbitrary orthogonal matrices, each connected 
component of O(n, LX!) would cover O..r in essentiahy the same way. In the rkew- 
symmetric even dimensional case this does not happen, generically. Denote the 
two connected components of Uf2n. R) as O”(2n. R) = SO(2n. R) and 
Q-(2~. R) and let .Z be the 2n x 2n matrix defined in the intr~u~tion. Con- 
jugations of I: by matrices in O’(2n. R) preserve Pfafhan, whereas conjugations 
by matrices in O-(2n. 88) change the sign of the Pfathan. since [I21 
Pf(~~~~~~ = (det M)Pf(A). A E .42n, R). 
Recall from the introducticln the definition of the subdiagonaI of a matrix. 
Call a matrix of arbitrary dimension s~~l~-sztb~~~g~~uf i  it is skew-symmetric 
and its only non-zero entries are along the subdiagonals. Set rC, to be the skew- 
su~iagona~ matrix such that p = subdiag &3,t. Notice that X = B;.. 
Again, considering 2n x 2n matrices. the 2%! vectors of the form JR& where 
rl is a diagonal matrix with cr-? = I and K is a fruition matrix, induce 
2n x 2n skew-s&diagonal matrices B,I,; with vubdiagonaf equal to drci. A 
simple computation shows that 
Pf(t’) = (det d)Pf(B~& 
and we spht the vectors dxi, in two sets, 1’” and C’-, according to the sign of 
det ii: Matrices & .n with su~iagonal d-*xi for det d- = -1 do not belong to 
the conjugation orbit of I: under O’(2n. R). The skew-symmetric even 
dimensional Schur-Worn theorem says that th\ rang of the map G is the 
convex hull of the vertices in 1’. . Not surprisingly, if we were to consider the 
subdiu~ouuls of all conju~ulions of 2’ by the (two components of the) or- 
thogonal group Cl(2~. R), the possible subdiagonals would fill the ~niotz of two 
convex sets. the span of the vertices in I=’ and the span of the vertices in 1”“. 
which is clearly not a convcs set. Fig, _ 3 describes both sets for 4 x 4 matrices. 
where subdiag .Z = : 1.2). 
in thz odd dimen~ion~~l case. Pfuf%ms are degenerate in the sense that they 
are alwu:.s zero. and this ~iistinction between two classes of vertices is not 
present. As we shall see. the range of G in this case actually fills the convex hull 
of all verticec in I” and I” ” 0. associated to the matrix 2. In particular. in the 
5 x 5 case. the rang of G for subditlg X = ( 1.2) is the polygon in Fig. 3. 
We rake the positive numbers i, to be distinct and listed in increasing order. 
To simplify notation. set .*)(H) to denote either the set .v’(%. R) or the set 
&@I -I- 1. R). depending on the parity of the spa+.ze of matrices being co!sid- 
ered. With this notation. 0: is a compact manifold of codimension n in &(n), 
and the tangent spilce of 0~ itt iI point S is given by matrices #.S]. where 
‘4 f .2ffrr) - the correspondence ,ia )--r [LS] is sot injectivc, 
As in the symmmetri~ case. we begin the chnructerization of the range of G 
by computing the critical set Cc;. Call it real. non-zero, skew-symmetric matrix 
.spc&f if it is ~kc~v-su~iu~on~ll with su~di~~~on~il eiartries taking only the values 
0 or f 1. Squares of special matrices are (negatives of) diagonal projections - in 
what follows. the reader should kt-p in mind the argument for the proof of 
Step 1 in the previous section. 
Sfq 1: A matrix S E 0: is a critical point of G if imd only if there is a special 
matrix B so that [S. B] = 0. 
Equip .$(n) with the standard matrix inner product imd set I7 to he the 
orthogonal projection to the vector space of ~ke~~-su~~~~on~il matrices. As in 
the sym_metric cusc. S is critical if and oni>; if there is a sk~w-~u~iu~on~~ 
mitt3 in a” so ~i~at tr t)IZ[S.,-tJ = 0. for any A E .~‘(a). This in turn is eqwitaient to 
the fact that [L&S; = 0. Now. pick an o&I f~nct~on of 6 (~~eces~ri~y, n skew- 
subdi~~~on~~l matrix) having onty entries 0. fl along the su~i~~~ol~~ls. a simple 
exercise in interpolation - this is the requested ske~v-diu~on~l mt1tri.w l3. 
Remark 1. If u critical matrix S commutes with a special B. it also commutes 
with the special matrix - 5. All the statements for matrices B‘ in the sequel 
apply with minor changes to I_ B. 
Consider the set E of vectors in 12” with cntrics equai to 0. I or -- 1. For 
[r f E. set 
Remark 2. The set C;, is a rn~l~~if~~id: the proof foliows 
the analogous remark of the previous section. 
Following 
lemma. 
symmetric further. We begin with ii 
~r~umcnt in 
Proof. Since S and B,; commute. by strmdard 
admit a simult~~neous skew-dia~onaliPttion. 
Iincur algebra argument::. they 
subdiag 6’ = c/n subdiag 2’ = dni.. 
**’ = subdiag & = cm’ subdiug S,; I = d?r’/L 
for u~pro~r~~te i/.rl’ with square equal to the identity. and ~rmut~~tion ma- 
trices R, n’. Now. a simple computation obtains 2” = KU?‘. W* T R in Mock 
form is given by 
Rz 
‘dn 0 ( > 0 2-c’ 
Thus 
(~T~)S(~~~)~ = E=. (~r~)~~~(~ru~T = BY. 
where ;’ = kr;‘. impiying 7 E E and 171 - 17’1. 
If wi is even. set Q = RTU: since PffS) = (det Q)P33. we learn that 
Q E SO(m. R). Also, 
(s) =L Pf(Bii) z (det Q) Ff(tr* B = {y). 
which implies J3 * ;‘. 
Ifm= %I+ 1, arguments with Pf~~~ns are empty. Instead choose Q to be 
the matrix of positive dete~inant be~een RTU or E,;,RTU. where E;,r is the 
diagonal matrix whose (i. i) entries aYe 1, for i # n + 1 and equal to -1 0th 
erwise. El 
Thus. given S E C,. for Q and ;’ as in the lemma, we have 
- 2(& subding S> - tr 573~~ = tr QT2TQQTByQ 
= tr csr, = -2(;.i). (*I 
For j$ w ;‘, let C,g., denote the set of matrices S E 0, commuting with a 
spmal Bft for which (*) holds. Define the (affine) hy~rplane 
H$,n = (_X E R” ] {~~..~) = cr). 
H,r.n, =- (X E R” [ (p.x) = q. )* 
Throughout the paper, we always suppose that ;’ E E and is related to j3 by 
;‘ 6% /r. 
The proof of the next step is now evident. 
SRJ~ 2: The image of the critical set C,; = u~~,=E U,,P C,i:; lies in 
q&5, q--p Ii@ 0; * 
Again. at this point we have that G(@) is a union of closed convex poly- 
topes of W, given by the closures of the connected components of 
118” - ufi; H&z‘ - Also, the curry of G(@) is contained in the union 
ulr.; Cr,., . As in the symmetric case. the hyperplanes split into tkmiiies (indexed 
by a fixed 81 of pardhel hyperphu’ies (indexed in turn by the constant a;.). Most 
of these hy~~~nes do not contribute to the boundary of the range of G. 
Indeed. we consider the focal behavior of G at a critical S E C,I - as in the 
symmetric 
tion 
CiZW, we focus on the quadratic term at critical points of the func- 
To make the statement of Step 3 more naturaI, we first express the hy~rp~anes 
H,i.+, in terms of the vectors uk in the even dimensional case, and in terms of ck 
in the odd dimensional case. The description of Hlifi, in terms of the vectors P& 
is simpler - 
for choices of d-d’. K. x’ so that dnrk = /iJ and d’x’rk = ;‘. Notice that 
k = Ipi = 171. 
We now consider the 2n x 2n case. Clearly, if l/I/ = \?I < n - 1, we have 
p = d+mk and 7 = d”‘n’rt&. for appropriate choices of diagonal matrices d” and 
dA’ with (d*)” = (d “)’ = I and det d” = det d *’ = I, ~~utation mat&es x 
and R” and X- = IpI = 171: by acting on /I (resp. 7) with a matrix d’ (resp. 6”‘). 
negative signs can be removed arbitrarily since one of the entries of 12 (respl 7) is 
zero. Xf ifi{ = 171 = n - 1. a similar argument obtains IS = d”nu, and 
g = d “n’u., for similar choices of d *. d *‘. K and E’. In Step 4. we will show that 
the hy~rp~a~es associated to the vector tl, are actually unnecessa~ for the 
description of G(Or). If finally I[{4 = 171 = A, there are stilt two cases to con- 
sider. For (fl) = (7) positive, we have p = d”nu, and ;’ = d-‘n’u,, and for 
(/I) = (7) negative, @ = d’nzr,_~ and ;’ = d-“n’rr,+ for approp~ate d”.d “. n 
and Is’. The hyperplane ff,f., thus becomes 
where u = ur 19 oru==u*. . . . . . .,l 
Step 3: Let S E Clg.:. so that i+., violates clause (a) if Z E .d(2rt + 1. R) and 
ffp., violates (a) or (b) if .E E .c/(2n, 08): 
(a) the constant a, is either MI,!! = Eli’:, &_t_r or -12&; 
(b) the constant s: is f(u,,_t, i-1 = f(-i.1 + x&&}. 
Then there are matrices S’,S- E 0, arbitrarily near S whose images G(S) 
and G(S- ) lie on both sides of the hy~~lane Hfi.#:. Also, the hy~~lan~ 
d in cases (a) and (b) are extremais of the functional G&. 
We follow closely the symmetric case. Consider the critical point S, com- 
muting with a special matrix 5,. Then, by the lemma, there is an orthogonal 
matrix Q with positive dete~inant such that S = Q’ZQ and S;, = Q’&Q for 
an appropriate 7 with p m y* Here ;’ = d”n@ for I: f .b(Zn, 8%) and ;’ = dz@ for 
G E .n(f2* -t 1, Et>, for appropriate matrices d+, d and 7t. Instead of studying thp 
functionals Gp at S we handle the functional GY a? C. 
To simplify notation, we consider E E .rSr(%, R), and proceed to phrase the 
quadratic term of G; in terms of the vectors uk. We will make use of an ad- 
ditional vector. zt, = I;,__,, which will be shown to he unnecessary in the de- 
scription of G(C):) in Step 4. For a curve exp(t.4) Eexp(-tii), A E .d(3z.R) 
through Z, 
GJ exp(?,4)~exp(-~.4)) =G,(Z) + t tr[tI. 2’]B, 
4- fr’ tr(A’;T: - 2.-C4 t )I;f’)B,. + U(Q). _. 
The quadratic term is -(y.subdiag (A’,?, - 2A.U + X,4’}>. We consider the 
quadratic term along the curves above for choices of if given by 
A = pi = pr - I?’ - fram the four cases to below. we only make use of the 
first three. 
{I) i..i < FI: the expression above becomes ;;2, + y,i.j. 
(II) i < II. j > n, i # j - n: the expression above becomes ;;i., + ;.i_,rii_,t. 
{III) i._j ZZ= II: the expression above becomes ;.r_,&.,8 + ;.i_:,&_,,. 
(IV) i = j iz > II: the expression above becomes 0. 
Take curves cJ~) = exp(rP) Zlexp( --?.4”‘) starting at 6. Since the entries 
of i. are positive and written in increasing order. unless ;’ satisfies one of the two 
sit~l~~tioi~~ *b&w. for ::n appropriate choice of indices i. j. the function GY de- 
creases ulong Q. In purticuiar. we obtain L‘-’ for which G. (2Y -1 c GJX): 
cotlju~ution by QT obtains in turn the required S- near S. 
(i) All the entries of ;’ are 0 or 1. and in this case ;’ = nl~ or ;’ = RU,. for some 
permutation TV and k # II - I. 
(ii) The first entry of ;’ is - 1. and the others ure 1, so that ;’ = u,,. , . 
Sirnih~rl}f. unless :’ = --nlfh. --KD. or --!I,, ” 1. along such curves, G, increases 
for some Ci.,. and we thus obtain matrices S’ close to S as above. As in the 
symmetric case. estimates wrth traces show that for these choices of ;’ the 
function~ll G: at 2 achieves an extremum. Finally. the relation between /j and ; 
above obtains the description of the extremat hy~rp~~~nes by making use of 
matrices hi’ . A it& the vectors IQ and i.. 
The case 2Y E .d(2n + I. Et) is simpler and is left to the reader. 
We express the bounds above in more geometric terms. For E E .d(Zn. R), 
(a) and (b) in Step 3 mean that 
- (ffh. i) < ((I’ mfh .sj f {tfh. i} or - @r..,i.j < (d’ nti,.s) < (ft.. i). 
for appropriate matrices ci’ itnJ n. c\: -= t . . , . . IL Ttx bounds dcscribcd k terms 
of II, are actually ~uper~uou~. in the sense that they foiIow from the bounds in 
terms of the vectors IQ. Indeed. since tl. = (u,,.. t + u,,)/L the inequalities 
(d’ nrr,, 1 ..Y) < !u,,. 1. i.) and Cd. lt~ ,,.. t) rt, c,tc. i) imply ((i 7m.x) < ju_ f i}. 
Similarly. if C E 2$(2/f + I 1 .?!I. the bourrds de~ned in (u) of Step 3 may be 
written as 
- @A. i) < (lhr1;c. A-} < (I’&. i) 
for a diagonal tl. it ~rrnut~~tion matrix n. k = 1,. . . . rt. 
Remark 3. Unlike the symmetric case. the lower botmds do not necessarifj 
imply the upper bounds in general, More precisely, if 2 E +d(%z + I. W) or 
C E .d@z. R) with et’t’il 11. then indeed the set of lower bounds is equivalent to 
the set of upper bounds. There is no substantial simpli~c~~tion in derjving a 
minimal set of bounds. however, and we keep them all in the rest of the section. 
Set .* = f-l&. .J+f{., . 
siep 4: ff 2’ E X/(2/2, Rf* @(OS) = Qj,. If c E .d{2n + 1. R), G(Oz) = *&* 
Again. we follow the symmetric case and consider only .Z E .d(2~. 8%). As in 
the introduction. let 
‘/z = n, - I.....n {x E 8%” 1 - (IQ. i.) < (d ’ 7rflh . x) 6 (2~. i.) ) . 
By Step 3, the intersection of these strips in R” contains G{@). Also by Step 3. 
the set .v? is the only possible place in the interior of the polytope which may 
contain boundary points of G -- being of codimension at least 2. it cannot 
disconnect the interior of the polytope. Since one interior point is reached. the 
whole poiyrope ought to be in the ran 2:: of C. The case E E .df2n + 1. a;S) in- 
volves just a minor not:ltional change. 
To complete the proof of the theorem as stated in the introduction. 
describe the polytopes ‘/x and .#z in terms of eUrema1 points. 
we 
S&p 5: The poly~ope 92 equals &. the convex hull of the vertices in the set 
V” . Also. the .& equals B:. the span of the vertices in K 
We only prove cIz = &. the proof of the other statement bein? very similar. 
We first show that 0~ c Y:. Indeed. an arbitrary point t’ = d‘ ~‘2. E Fe sat- 
isfies 
*- (Zlj. 2.) < (Cl’ ?r&. 1’) < (Uj. 2). 
The cc$nverse is harder - the proof is broken into tive steps. To keep notation 
ctear. we call a t’~rf63 any extremat point of a convex set. 
(I) Any point 1 = cf * xi. E Y’ is a vertex of both convex sets & and ‘2:. 
To see this. notice first that i, belongs to both sets and is given by the in- 
tersection of the N hy~rpi~~~es 
(ff@$ = (&.i.). k = I.....rt. 
To show the same for an arbitrary I’ = d’ ni, E V’, notice that both convex sets 
are invariant under the obvious actions of the discrete groups spanned by the 
matrices d- and by the ~~utation matrices K. 
(II) A collection of tz adjacent vertices of i, (i.e.. vertices linked by an edge to 
2.) in Cr: is given by the II - I vertices ai = ~$2 E E”, where i = 2, . . . . n and i is 
the trans~sition (i - 1.i). together with the vertex (~1 = (-i.2. -&.i.~. 
24.. ‘ I/. i.#). 
Indeed, ai. i = 2. . . . . R is the intersection of the hyperpianes 
(n&.x) = (ZI*.i.). k f (i..... n} - (m-i+ 1) 
and the hyperplane (nttfi..r> = (ai. A). The vertex nr is the intersection of 
(&..y) = (Zl~.j.), BE (I.....n- I) 
and (d-t& = (tm. E.), where d,G = -1, for i = 1.2 and ct,~ = I. for 
j = 3,. . . . n. More generally. d”nai are adjacent vertices to r. 
set %(,.=i to be the cone with vertex d”&. spanned by the vectors 
d-n(ni-A).i= l..... ?t. Also, let r~.~;, be the cone with vertex d-6. spanned 
by the intersection of the closed half-spaces bounding r>, confining d*ni. in 
their boundaries. CkXtrly. %dNn; c TC,.,+ Both $2. and Iri. are taken by d”z to 
the cones %$+. and &+. 
(ILL) Q/+.x %i*;tr. c Dz- 
This is simple: %d.ni. c f,~-~i. so 
since the convex polytope Dr. spanned by the vertices in I”, must be the in- 
tersection of the cones emanating from these vertices. 
Let .Y&,; be the intersection of the strips 
- ((I,. 2) < (d +‘Ru,. r) and (da Xtti. 1’) 6 (tti. E.) 
which contain in its boundary the vertex d * 6.. 
(IV) 9,: xi. c %$.ni.. 
Again by invariance, it su%ces to consider the case d’ xi. = i.. for which we 
prove that if ?’ = x - ir satisfies (Q,J+} < 0, for i = 1.. . . , tz, then there are pos- 
itive numbers pi so that _I+ = xy._, p,(q - 2). Indeed. 
(V) l& c c/z. 
By IV. 
s*x = nJ* .a$/‘[* j+. C tQf* .c(f’J’ cj, C Q* .ffTd-xj. = Ds* 
There is a simple amp]i~catioR of the skew-symmetric Schur-Horn theorem 
- there is nothing spe4al about subdiagonals. More precisely. if 
Lp f .r:I( 2~ + 1. @I), consider a map G(S) = (St:,jr, . . . ,Sie.in). for which the cho- 
sen entries of S belong to di~erent rows, different columns, do not belong to the 
diagonal of s and alloy do not contain pairs of entries invariant by trans- 
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position (i.e., pairs of the folm 2Zk.t and St.&) -- in this case. there is a permc:a!ion 
matrix P so that the conjugation pSPT 0f.S takes the chflsen entries cd S to the 
subdiagonal of pSPT. Thus, the range of G 1s also &, t?le convex hull of 5’ The 
case .E E .d( 2n. R) is subtler: choices of entries induce ;wrmutations P as above, 
but now conjugation may change the Pfaffian of tlrc matrix S: if det P is 
positive (resp. negative), the associated G takes its values in ?‘+ (resp. t’-). 
As a rather elementary application of the skew-symmetric Schur-Horn 
theorem, consider a real symmetric matrix L. conjugate to a diagonal A. 
L = @IQ’. Define the skew-symmetric matrices 
with eigenvafues of the form &a&. where 2.k is an eigen~lue of L. Clearly, 
S f Ox, and we must have diag L E V”, which as usua! can be interpreted as a 
collection of estimates for the spectrum of L in terms of its diagonal entries. 
These estimates are equivah;: :r, ;!I,,.. mce Mained by the symmetric Schur-Horn 
theorem for L if we include the fact that the sum of the subdi:tgonal entries of S 
this time is known: it is tr L. On the other hand. by making use of the am- 
plification described in the previous paragraph, one obtains spectral estimates 
envolving diRerent entries of L. 
Many of the mathe~tical objects appearing in the theorems of Sections 2 
and 3 (for example, tte polytopes 9~. Jz. .cu’,, and the basis of vectors (uh) and 
(Q)) are familiar from the closJy related objects of Coxe~er groups and Lie 
algebras [13], indicating the possibility of a more general theorem from which 
our results are special CBW. Indeed, s\lmplectic geometry as we de~ibe W- 
perficially in Section 4, seems to be the appropriate setup to these issues. 
The proofs above Irave a very geometric flavor, and provide substantisf 
info~atio~l about the natural Schur-Horn maps F and G. A proof by 
symplectic geometry is less elementary, and in certaiu aspects, less info~ative, 
but once understood, it allows for very short argcrments in related c.Fcasions. In 
a sense, the geometric and the sym#ctic proofs are dual: in the geometric 
argument, we obtain the range of the maps by comyuting its bounding 
hyperplanes. whereas in the sympEec& px~f what is compliied it; the collection 
of vertices of the range. 
in the Hermitean case, previous Lieaarelated proofs of the Schur-Horn the- 
orem were already obtained by Kostarrt [4). and by making use of the Atiyah- 
~uillemin-Ste~~rg convexity theorem [5.5J - the real symmct~c case requires 
additional ideas, due to Duistermaat [7], 
In this section, we sketch the symplectic argument which obtains the skew- 
Hermitean Schur-Horn theorem of Section 3 from the Atjy~~h-~uillemin - 
Sternberg theorem. 
We take 2, to have PI distinct real entries. and consider the c~tt~~t~it~iott or&r 
u, = (UL’LI‘ 1 u E SU(2rz.C)). 
where C is defined in Section 3. Both SU(2;r.C) and U: are awt complex 
manifolds, but real n~al~ifolds of (real) dimensions (2:)’ - 1 and (2tr)’ - 4~ 
respectively. At a typical point B = UGU” E U:. the timgent space is given bv 
the matrices of the form 
T,V, = { jB.X] 1 X E .d(%t. C) ). 
and as in the real case 
U,: is endowed with a 
Now. 
tq{[B.X]. [B. Y]) = tr B’[X. Y] = -tr B[X. Y]. 
The value of the (closed) 2-form UJ is independent of representatives 
X. Y E d(2tz. C) of the tangent vectors [B.X], [B. Y] f &i.Jr. 
In particular. C:, is i: phase space for vector fields arisfng from Hamiltonians 
- consider, for example. the Hamiltonian N = II?,&. 
N: u,-w. B t- .@B,k. 
where .#z is the real part of the complex number z. for fixed ind 
where [B. Y] is an arbitrary vector field at a point B E Cz. and the right-band 
side is the directional derivative of N at B in the direction [S. Y]. We thus search 
for X,(S) of tae form [B.Z]. obtaining 
- 7  
-  tr B[Z. Y] = S[S. Ylix = 
is. Y],k + [B. Ylix 
2 
Set L,., to be the skew-symmetric matrix whose only non-zero entries 
position sr and -1 on position KS’. Since [f3. Yj is skew-~~e~~ite~~n, 
are 1 on 
- tr S[Z. Yf = - tr [B. Z] Y 
[S. Ylik - [B. Ylkj 
= --..---- = 4 tr &&[B. Y] 
2 
= {tr [L,&. B]Y. 
This equality has to hold for any Y E .d(h. 42). wh.ch implies 2[8.Z] = [B. Likj. 
Indeed. if a matrix A4 satisfies tr izlrl = 0 for ah A E .~Jf?n. c), f%f must be zero. 
Thus. 
Xf&R! = [R. Z] = 5’[R, I*;$] 
which is a vector field preserving the skew-He~ite~ln nature of 2’ as well as its 
spectrum. since it induces E d~~~~~~~~i equation in Lax pair furm [IS], 
8 = [tz. Lix]. The associated t1~ is 
B(f) = c..“~f’l:rg(o)e”.“L:L z= R,~~-~f)B~o)Rj~(~f~. 
where ~,~(~}) is the rotation on the ,,iX--phme of an angle il. From this formula, 
two facts follow in~nled~te~y: 
(I) All orbits have period 4x, 
(If) H~tmiitonians N,k and I-r,, induce ~omm~lting vector fiefds if the indices 
,i. k. t’. s are all di%erent. 
We thus obtain II ~ornt~llting vector fields associated to the Hamiito~ians 
Hl.,) . 1 . ff2.n .2. * . - . K.~,, 
so that all its orbits have period 4n - in a more geomeiric language, we ob- 
tained (1 ~~iii~~~~r~~~~~ii~~ wriw of’titc tams ‘IT” on the symplectic manifold Uz, with 
tn(J/&W imp (up to minor identi~c~ltions) 
J: U,- ~r2i(~‘)‘.Bt-*(Ni.,,*,ibl).ff:! ..,. 2(B).....H,2n(B)). 
coinciding with the map 
Gf : U, - R”. B + &ubdiag 1.d). 
Now. the Atiy~~h-~~ui~~lernin-Steruberg theorem states that the range of a 
moment map of a ~‘lnti~toniitn torus action on a compact, symplectic manifold 
is the convex hull of the images of the points kept fixed by the action. Our next 
task, thus. is to search for matrices B E CL which are fixed points of conju- 
gations by matrices of the form R,.,*. ,(li). j = 1.. . . .a A simple computation 
obrains that such mAtrices f3 ought to be real skew-su~iagona~. But conju- 
gations preserve spectrum. and thus B = &,;. for some real diagonal d with 
d’ = 1 :md n E S,$. We now show that all such matrices f&. are elements of try. 
Since iZI’* = -L, where 
I; ) 
we obtain, by conjugation. arbitrary choices of signs for the entries of the 
upper su~iagon~lf: permutir,g tippr su~diagor~~~~ entries is an even easier task. 
WC bi&e just proved the theorem below. 
An absolutely analogous ~~rgu~2ent. considering the ~ami~tonians 
/,A : crz --+ R. 
B I-+ 3Bii 
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where ,t= is the imaginary part of the complex number z, obtains the result 
b&W. 
B +b 3 subdiag (B) 
is BE. 
The theorems were stated without taking into account the parity of the 
dimension of the matrices involved - the only differences betweeu the above 
proofs, given for the even tiimensi~nal case, and the proofs required for the 
odd dimensional case are of a notational character. 
As a finaX remark, notice that we described two symplectic actions of a torus 
of dimension iz - 1 on the symplectic manifold Ur. However, they cannot be 
combined to yield an action of a torus of greater dimension, which would give 
rise to tighter spectral estimates. 
5. Diagonals of wthogenal matrices 
In this section, we consider the range of the map 
H : SO(n, 8%) - E-3. Q c+ diag Q. 
In flf, Horn showed that this range equals the convex hull Q of the vectors 
(f_l.fl,.... f 1) of which an even num~r of entries equals - 1. He also asked 
for a proof which would not use his extension (Theorem 4 in his paper) of a 
result of Hardy. Littlewood and Polya f16]. We present an alternative proof as 
an additional example of our geometric approach. We do not believe that there 
is a direct symplectic proof for this theorem at this point: there is possibly yet 
another convexity theorem to be discovered which ~ner~lli~es appropriately 
this result of Horn. 
First notice that Q is a special case of Dr. in which 2. = rfi. Thus. from the 
result in Step 5, Section 3. we have that Q is equal to 3, the intersection of half- 
spaces 
where d’ is a real. diagonal matrix with & = I and positive dete~inant, and IL 
is a ~~utation matrix. Recall that. from Remark 3 in Section 4, some of 
these bounds are superfluous, but we preserve them for simplicity. In this case, 
there is an increased amount of superfluousness, due to the fact that 1;,, unlike E. 
has rn@:ny equal entries. 
The proof that ran W - 2 is similar to the characterizations of the ranges of 
F and G in Sections 2 and 3. Call a diagonal matrix J special if is only non- 
zero efemcnts are fl - notice that J may have zeros along the diagonal. 
Step 1: The critical set of H, C&, is the set of matrices Q E SO(n. R) for which 
there is a special diagonal matrix J so that QJ is symmetric. 
Following the computations of the previous proofs, it is easy to see that Q is 
critical if and only if there is a non-zero diagonal matrix D so that QD = DQT_ 
Thus, D-? commutes with Q because we also must have QTD = DQ. If ti is a 
(non-zero) multiple of the identity, we may suppose without loss that i;; = i 
and thus D is special and the claim is proved. If D? is not a multiple of f, 
consider the maximal symmetric decomposition of Q with off-diagonal blocks 
equal to zero. Generically, there is only one such block, i. e., there is no non- 
trivial decomposition: if there are more of them. label the diagonal blocks 
Qt :. . . , Qjq and we must have Q& = D&. Now, Ok = xkI since the decom- 
position is maximal. Again, if rk + 0, we could take q = I and D is special. 
A special matrix J has 3 invariant subspaces &I. L$, ItI associ; ted to its ei- 
ge~values 0, fl. For a critical matxix Q, take J so that QJ is P mmetric. A 
simple calculation shows that y0 and I$L are also invariant sub+*aces of QJ. 
When restricted to &it QJ is also orthogonal and thus. the spectrum of QJ 
(acting in R”) is {O+ f 1). The critical set of N admits a natural d~om~s~tion 
in components C J.#, where J is a special matrix and d is an ordered n-vector 
containing the spectrum of QJ, 
CH = U./.nG 8. 
The number Icrt of non-zero entries of 6 has to be equal to dim ran J. 
Define the (afhne) hyperplane H; - to F-7 the ssbsgace of R” consisting of 
vectors .Y so that 
Ag&r, a choice of J determines a famiiy of paraflel hy~~~nes. whose ele- 
ments are indexed Q through the r;nnstant (~~,s}. 
Sfep 2: The image of the set C,., under H lies in I?&_ 
tndeed, take Q E C;.@: (Ja”,diag Q) = tr Q-f = &.rr). 
Step 3: Let Q E C J.. . ff there are no matrices Q and Q- close to Q for which 
tr Q-J < tr QJ < tr Q+J, then d is one of the following. 
CL) G contains only -t’s and 9’s. 
(II) u contains only l’s and 0’s. 
[III) Q contains only -l’s and l’s, and one of these values does not appear 
more than once. The three possibilities above for CT indeed provide the 
bounds for NJ as follows. For k = 1, . . . t n - 1, HJ satisfies 
- dim ran J cl< l&(Q) < dim ran J, 
for an arbitrary Q E S’Q(n, R) - here, G is as in cases L and II. Fork = n, there 
are four cases to consider, whi& *ii&e use of G as in case HT. 
(i) If det J > 0 and II i.~ even, then --it < Ht(Q) < tt. 
(ii) ff det J > 0 and )I is odd. then -(n - 21< H,(Q) < tt. 
(iii) if det ,J i 0 and tt ts even, then --(tz - 2) < Y,<(zj < tt - 2. 
(iv) If det J < 0 and II is odd. then -tz < f&(Q) 6 tt - 2. 
Indeed. consider the map HJ( Q) = tr Q/ at a point Q so that QJ is sym- 
metric. For P eucte cxp(rA jQ of Q. for .t E .d(tt. R) starting at Q. 
where the linear term in c is zero. since QJ is symmetric. Chatlgc basis to di- 
agonatize QJ, so that A’QJ = tr A”&. where X is still skew-symmetric and & 
is diagonal ~2;: Gaganal 5. Taking .Y = Ai,, = E, i - E,,. we see that tr X2& 
takes all possible values od’ the negative of the sums of pairs of elements in 6. 
The choices of rr which do not give rise to positive and negative numbers in this 
fashion (or, equivalently, do net obtain from the related curves marrices I)’ 
and Q- as announced in the statement of the proposition) are the three listed 
above. We now compute the extmmal points of the f~in~tiou~~is &(Q) := tr QJ. 
For a critical Q. HJ(Q) = (r”. a). and th;\s we have to extremizc the sum of the 
entries of G. among the possible d:hoiees of rr for a given J. For exarnpto. if 
k= I.....n - I, I& satisfies 
-. dim ran J < &(Q) < dim ran J. 
for an arbitrary Q E .SQ(n. R). For li = tt, there arc four cases to consider. due 
to the fact that the signs of det QJ. dct J and the product of the entries of d are 
equal, giving rise to the bounrt- 3 in ih< s!t:tcmcnt of the proposition. 
proof of the fol- 
1 and 3. 
Qenote by 
lowing step is 
.ti the intersection of h.vprplanes !-!,#. The 
anaiogous to the proof% of Step 4 in Sections 
s&p 4: H(S@fn. R)) n= 1. 
We have thus completed the proof of I-Torn’s 
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